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Measurement and Characterization of
HEMT Dynamics

Anthony E. Parker, Senior Member, IEEE,and James Grantley Rathmell, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The variation of high electron-mobility transistor
(HEMT) large-signal behavior with a change in operating con-
dition is examined with a view to understanding the dynamics
involved and developing a modeling strategy. The observed
variation exhibits the dynamics of thermal, impact ionization,
and trapping effects. A novel measurement of drain characteristic
transients gives time-evolution information that clearly shows
these as separate quantifiable phenomena with significant depen-
dence on initial operating conditions. A drain–current model that
describes high-frequency characteristics with pinchoff, gain, and
drain feedback parameters is adapted to describe the variation
of the characteristics with changing operating conditions. The
results reported give insight and grounding for simulation of
HEMT circuits.

Index Terms—HEMTs, high-speed devices, impact ionization,
kink effect, pulsed characterization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A PART FROM providing efficient and accurate simulation
of circuits, models that describe high electron-mobility

transistors (HEMTs) should be applicable to frequencies
ranging from dc to microwave, cover a wide range of operating
conditions, and should contribute to an understanding of the
operation of the device. For any fixed operating condition,
devices give an instantaneous response to high-frequency
signals, which is well described by either small- or large-signal
models. However, the response to microwave signals exhibits
a significant variation with the operating condition that is a
serious simulation problem for many applications in which the
operating point depends on the signal conditions. For example,
particular forms of asymmetric distortion and various modula-
tion schemes give rise to changing average or dc conditions of
an amplifier. Other applications that will suffer are those that
deliberately vary operating conditions or that involve frequen-
cies comparable to that of the operating-condition dependency.
The dependency needs to be quantified and incorporated in the
device models.

Steady-state RF measurements provide good small-signal
characterization of high-frequency devices that is applicable
to one operating condition—the operating condition used for
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the measurement. Models fitted to steady-state measurements
describe -parameters, intermodulation characteristics, or
large-signal parameters at the particular operating point at
which the device is to be used. Isodynamic pulsed measure-
ments provide a good characterization of the large-signal
response to microwave signals that is also applicable to one
operating condition—that of the measurement [1], [2]. If the
operating point is changed, the characteristics are found to
deviate and a new measurement and model is required. Alter-
natively, a universal model would incorporate the dynamics of
phenomena involved in the dependency on operating condi-
tions. A characterization strategy that provides this information
is required for such a model.

Phenomena, collectively calleddispersion effects, are
responsible for the operating point dependency of device char-
acteristics. Although the classification of dispersion effects into
thermal, electron trapping, and other mechanisms is common,
the characterization and modeling of their dynamics is still
a sought-after goal [3]–[6]. Thermal and charge effects are
observed in steady-state dc and RF measurements, but their
dynamic behavior and the existence of other dispersion effects
cannot be inferred uniquely from the steady-state data [7]. The
characterization strategy required by a universal model is one
that can quantify these dispersion effects.

The following sections report a study of dispersion dynamics
based on the time-evolution of HEMTs from their pulsed-I/V
characteristics to their dc characteristics. This gives a clear view
of the dynamics of the dispersion effects in the HEMTs. Sec-
tion II discusses issues in the pulsed measurement of high-speed
devices and the transition from instantaneous to dc characteris-
tics. This transition exhibits clearly separable and quantifiable
thermal, impact ionization, and trapping effects. The initial op-
erating condition has a significant influence on this transition,
which is explored in a discussion of observations in Section III.

Section IV discusses the adaption of a drain–current model
to describe the variation of the characteristics with changing
operating conditions. To do this, the dynamics of the dispersion
effects are incorporated. The resulting model tracks changes in
operating conditions and is able to predict circuit phenomena
such as gate–lag and drain overshoot.

II. TIME/PULSE CHARACTERIZATION

Pulse measurements facilitate examination of high-frequency
characteristics as a function of operating point. An isodynamic
pulse measurement maintains a constant operating condition and
thenappliesavaryingpulsestimulus,such that thecharacteristics
are measured at a rate faster than the dispersion effects.
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Recent availability of pulsed-bias and pulsed-RF measurement
equipment [1], [2] has given a comprehensive picture of the
operating-point dependency through repeated measurementover
various operating points, such as that of a preliminary study
carried out on an HEMT [8]. It has been established that
the high-frequency characteristics are significantly influenced
by the average operating condition and are very different
from the dc characteristics. Fig. 1 illustrates this with the
pulsed-I/V characteristics of an HEMT at different operating
points, together with the dc curve. The different instantaneous
characteristics of an HEMT must be considered as a function
of operating point and of signal potentials with respect to
the operating point.

For the particular pulsewidth (100 ns) employed in Fig. 1,
there is an obvious dependency on initial operating condition
that features akink effect. There is distinctly different behavior
on either side of the kink. Thermal-related reduction in current
is a dominant property of the dc characteristics. The time of oc-
currence of the thermal effect, the change in the kink, and the
existence of other dispersion effects remains unobserved. The
issue that arises is that of what constitutes a change in the op-
erating condition and what processes occur during the change.
To address this, the transition from the pulsed characteristics to
the dc characteristics was measured. This gives a time evolution
from the instantaneous characteristics to the dc characteristics.

For this study, the time evolution of HEMT characteristics
was measured from several initial operating conditions. Each
point in theI/V characteristic was observed from the time of a
step change in the operating condition until it settled to a new
dc value. Each point in the pulsed characteristics of Fig. 1 is the
start of a transition to a new operating point from the initial con-
dition before the pulse. If the point is visited briefly followed by
a return to the initial condition, as is the case in Fig. 1, then the
operating point is not changed. However, if the pulsewidth is ex-
tended, then the HEMT’s drain current will eventually settle to
that of the corresponding point in the dc characteristics. During
the transition, the cumulative effects of the dispersion are ob-
servable.

A. Time-Evolution Measurement

An enhanced arbitrary-pulse semiconductor parameter ana-
lyzer1 was used to measure the time evolution of an HEMT.
The stability and accuracy of the measurement was of partic-
ular importance for this study. Due to the common-source con-
figuration of the sample devices and the need to have a low
driver resistance, current was measured using a floating differ-
ential amplifier that detects the voltage across a sense resistor
through which the drain current was passed. Common-mode
voltage gain of the current sensor increases with frequency, but
was reduced by floating of the amplifier’s power supply. The
current measurement was tested and found to be stable and ac-
curate from less than 100 ns to over 100 s.

In pulsing to each desired stimulus point, the effect of drift
and transit responses of the voltage amplifiers that drive the de-
vice is avoided by sampling voltages directly at the device. Sev-

1Arbitrary pulse semiconductor parameter analyzer, Sydney, Australia, 2001.
[Online]. Available: http://www.elec.mq.edu.au/cnerf/

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. DC and pulsed characteristics at 100 ns for four initial operating
conditions withv at�1.5,�1.0,�0.5, and 0.0 V as the parameter. The two
sets of pulse data cover the same terminal potentials as the dc data (—). Shown
is pulse data (}) from initial point ( ) atV = �0:75 V andV = 1:2 V,
data ( ) from initial point ( ) at V = �0:75 V andV = 4:2 V, data
(�) from initial point (�) atV = �2:0 V andV = 1:2 V, and data (+)
from initial point (+) atV = �2:0 V andV = 4:2 V.

eral points in the vicinity of a desired point in the characteristic
were measured and the current at that point was determined by
software interpolation. This was repeated for all points in the
final characteristics and at each time point. The rise time of the
stimulus was less than 50 ns. Drain current and terminal volt-
ages were sampled at 64 points distributed logarithmically from
100 ns to 100 ms. A display of current on a logarithmic time
scale shows transitions over many decades of time more clearly.

B. Time-Evolution Data

The interpolated data from a time-evolution measurement
gives, for an initial operating condition, a set ofI/V charac-
teristics at time points from 100 ns to 100 ms. This is shown
for four initial operating points in Fig. 2(a)–(d). This figure
shows the initial condition (drain current and potential) before
the transition as a solid line—constant in time. Each surface
gives, for a constant gate potential, the drain current versus
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Transient drain characteristics as a function of time after a step change from the initial condition shown by solid lines (—). Each graph shows surfaces of
drain current withv at�1.5,�1.0,�0.5, and 0.0 V as the parameter. (a) FromV = �0:75 V, V = 1:2 V. (b) FromV = �0:75 V, V = 4:2 V.
(c) FromV = �2:0 V, V = 1:2 V. (d) FromV = �2:0 V, V = 4:2 V.

time and drain potential. The rear edge, at 100 ms, is the dc
characteristic shown in Fig. 1. The front edge, at 100 ns, is the
pulse characteristics shown in Fig. 1.

When interpreting this data, it is better to consider each point
in the characteristics in isolation. That is, the transition is from
the initial condition, shown by a solid line in Fig. 2, at zero time
to a point on the front edge of a current surface. As time pro-
gresses, the current then follows a line of constant drain poten-
tial toward its final dc value. Depending on which point in the
characteristic is considered, the time evolution passes through
various changes in current.

Fig. 2(a)–(d) clearly demonstrates that it is important to attach
a time parameter to the pulse measurements. The time from ap-

plication of a particular pulse stimulus is an important aspect of
the measurement.

III. OBSERVATIONS

Several phenomena are observed and can be separated and
quantified by studying the data in Fig. 2. The effect known as
drain overshootis observed at the high-drain-potential low-time
corner of the high-current surface. That is, when a step transition
to a high-power point from a moderate operating point occurs,
the drain current is observed to rise quickly and then settle to a
smaller value. The effect known asgate lagis observed after a
transition from pinchoff to moderate drain current and potential.
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That is, when turning on the device, the current rises rapidly and,
then, after several microseconds, rises further. The phenomena
contributing to these effects are explored in the following sub-
sections.

A. Thermal Dispersion

An important effect observed in the characteristics of the rel-
atively large device shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is self-heating due
to the power dissipation at the operating points. Being related to
power, this form of dispersion is dominant at high currents and
high drain potential. It is responsible for the apparent negative
conductance in the dc characteristics and contributes to the re-
duction in drain current. This can be described by the following
simple thermal model:

(1)

where is the isothermal currentthat would flow if
there was no temperature-related variation due to the av-
erage power dissipation . This is derived by assuming that
the instantaneous drain current is a linear function of
temperature rise with thermal coefficient ,

; and that the temperature rise is the
product of thermal resistance and power dissipation

. A thermal resistance-temperature coefficient
parameter is used [8].

The isothermal characteristics can be determined from the
data shown in Fig. 1 using (1). Note that, for dc measurements,
each point is at its own bias, thus, . For isothermal
pulse measurements, the average power dissipation is that of the
initial operating point . However, there is some
initial junction heating prior to the first pulse sample at 100 ns.
To account for this, the bias power can be estimated from a
weighted average of the power dissipation of the initial point
and of the pulse .

The resulting isothermal characteristics for mm W
and are shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows that,
for each point at potentials greater than that of the kink ef-
fect, the currents in the characteristics have converged near a
common value for that point. This implies that dispersion in
this high-drain-potential region is dominated by self-heating, as
described by (1). This is especially true at intermediate drain
currents. The differences in the isothermal curves near pinchoff
(low drain current) could be partly attributed to temperature de-
pendence of the pinchoff potential that has not been accounted
for. The significant variation between the pulse and dc curves
in the other regions can be attributed to impact ionization and
trapping effects.

B. Impact Ionization

The dominant nonthermal dispersion effect is thekink in the
characteristics of Figs. 1–3 . There is a critical drain poten-
tial below which there is a significant time constant associated
with the time evolution of the current from the initial 100 ns
of the pulse to the dc value. Careful examination of Fig. 2 re-
veals that this time constant varies considerable with drain po-
tential. The surfaces in Fig. 2(d) display this most clearly. For
example, following a line of constant drain potential across the

Fig. 3. DC and pulsed characteristics of Fig. 1 transformed to isothermal
conditions withv at�1.5,�1.0, and 0.0 V as the parameter. The symbols
for each curve and initial operating conditions are identical to those of Fig. 1.
Note that the curves forv = �0:5 V have been omitted for clarity.

V surface shows the variation of current with time.
A line at a low drain potential near 1.5 V is constant for the first
few divisions and then, at about 1 ms, a transition from the ini-
tial pulse current to the dc value occurs. At drain potentials near
4 V, the transition occurs during the first few divisions, i.e., at
about 1 s. At higher potentials, it is reasonable to assume that
the transition occurs much earlier than the 100-ns edge of the
surfaces shown.

Considerable progress has been made in attributing the kink
effect to aspects of impact ionization [6], [9], [10]. When an
impact ionization current is established in the channel, there is
some tunneling of charge from this current to traps sites outside
the channel region [11]. The potential built up in these trap sites
influences the channel current in the same way as the gate poten-
tial does. The transconductance of the device amplifies the trap
potential to give an additional current contribution that is usu-
ally greater than the contribution from impact ionization alone.
Both of these current contributions are present in the dc charac-
teristics, whereas only impact ionization current contributes to
the initial value of the pulse characteristics before the traps are
affected.

The traps are occupied at a rate proportional to the probability
that charge carriers will migrate to or from the trap sites. This
rate is proportional to the number of carriers available, which are
those in the impact ionization current. This current is described
by [10]

(2)

where and vary between HEMT processes and bias con-
ditions. The higher this current is, the faster the traps can fill.
Thus, the important feature of dispersion caused by impact ion-
ization is that the time constant for the buildup of trap potentials
is inversely proportional to the impact ionization current. This
predicts the long time constants observed at low drain potential
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(c) and (d), which start from a zero current con-
dition, best displays this. The drain current undergoes a rise at
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Fig. 4. Drain current as a function of time, after a step change from different
initial operating conditions, to the point(V ; V ) = (�1V; 3V). The initial
condition for each curve is indicated by the (V ; V ) voltage pairs listed in
the inset legend.

a time that is inversely related to the drain voltage. For Fig. 2(a)
and (b), the effect of impact ionization is far less pronounced, as
the traps involved are mostly filled at the initial operating con-
dition.

C. Transient Response

Describing the transient behavior of HEMTs in simple terms
such as drain overshoot and gate lag overlooks the simultaneous
action of more than one dispersion effect. Thermal effects can
produce drain overshoot, and impact ionization effects can pro-
duce gate lag. However, as seen in the time-domain profile of
Fig. 4, both effects occur in the transients. This figure shows
(as a function of time) drain current after pulsing to a partic-
ular point from six initial operating points. The point pulsed to
is , . The range of initial points was
chosen to give changes with constant , constant , and
constant .

The lower three transients in Fig. 4 are from initial currents
and power dissipations that are higher than the final point. The
transients exhibit an initial reduction in current due to a reduc-
tion in impact ionization, followed by an increase in current as
the device cools down.

The upper three transients in Fig. 4 are from initial conditions
with currents and power dissipations lower than the final point.
The transients exhibit an initial increase in current due to an
increase in impact ionization, followed by an decrease in current
as the device heats up.

IV. DISPERSIONMODELING

A model of the large-signal dynamic behavior of an HEMT
is proposed in light of the observations above. The drain current
is described in terms of instantaneous terminal potentials
and , the time-averaged terminal potentials and ,
and time-averaged power dissipation (five variables)
in a similar fashion as the previous rate-dependent MESFET
model of [12]. Self-heating is implemented as a simple function

of average power based on (1) [13]. The isothermal drain current
in (1) is given by

(3)

(4)

(5)

where , , , and are model parameters, and the func-
tion smoothly implements the saturation knee at low
drain–source potentials. Equations (4) and (5) give posi-
tive-valued effective depletion potentials at the source and
drain ends of the channel, respectively. Nonthermal dispersion
is described by giving bias dependence to the transconductance
scaling factor, , pinchoff potential, , and drain–feedback
term .

The time evolution of the dispersion effects is described by
the process used to calculate the time-averaged terminal poten-
tials and power dissipation. In the simplest form, which is ade-
quate for most applications, a single time constant is used in de-
termining the averages. Thus, the model keeps track of time in
terms of average values of the voltages and power. The time con-
stants are chosen to best approximate the transient behavior such
as shown Fig. 4. A more elaborate model can be constructed by
using multiple time constants to describe the series of thermal
paths from junction to ambient. Bias-dependent time constants
would better describe the effects of impact ionization.

The extraction of the model parameters is illustrated in
the following example. InstantaneousI/V characteristics of
a 400- m pseudomorphic high electron-mobility transistor
(pHEMT) were measured with 300-ns pulses for a range of
initial operating points (in this example, 20). The parameters
for the above model were extracted from the pulse data at each
initial point by a simplex-based least-squares optimal fitting
of the model to the data. The variation of the key parameters,
pinchoff potential , gain , and drain–feedback factor
is described as polynomial functions fitted to their variation
with bias. Fig. 5 shows the fitted variation of these parameters.
The gain parameter is seen to be of primary importance for
describing the observable dispersion.

Given a bias condition, the corresponding values of the model
parameters describe the pulse characteristics at that bias. The
overall model tracks the changes in bias as a function of time and
adjusts the model parameters accordingly. That is, the model pa-
rameters are functions of and and . During
a transient simulation, the bias is calculated as an average ac-
cumulated over time constants chosen to fit the dispersion rates.
This adjustment of the key parameters as a function of bias gives
an accurate simulation of the transient response, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 6 for the extracted device. The transients shown
exhibit drain overshootandgate–lageffects, which the model
is able to simulate. The initial rise shown in this figure at around
10 s is due to impact ionization dispersion, and the later change
at around 100 s is due to the thermal dispersion.
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Fig. 5. Extracted model parameters versus average drain potentialV with gate bias as the parameter.

Fig. 6. Measured (�) and simulated (—) drain–current response to pulses. In
all cases, the gate voltage is pulsing from an initial operating point ofV =

�1 V to a value of 0.0 V and the annotations give the drain voltage step.

V. CONCLUSION

A clear view of the dynamics of the dispersion effects in an
HEMT has been shown as an evolution over time of its pulsed
characteristics to its dc characteristics. The dynamics involved
in this transition can be explained, for the most part, in terms
of self-heating and charge-trapping related to impact ionization
currents.

A simple modeling strategy has been presented to describe
the observed transient behavior of an HEMT. This model gives
bias dependence to the characteristics and tracks the changes
in bias so that the time evolution of the characteristics is de-
scribed. This examination of HEMT large-signal behavior pro-
vides a better perspective for understanding the dynamics in-
volved and an insight and grounding for future work.
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